The paper deals with the analysis of computer -generated half -tone transparencies that are realised as a regular array of area -modulated unit -height pulses and with the help of which we want to generate [via low -pass filtering] band -limited space functions by optical means. The mathematical basis for such transparencies is, of course, the well -known sampling theorem [1], which says that a band -limited function y(x), say, [with x a two -dimensional spatial column vector] can be generated by properly low -pass filtering a regular array of Dirac functions whose weights are proportional to the required sample values ym =y(Xm) [with X the sampling matrix and m=(ml,m2)t an integer -valued column vector; the superscript t denotes transposition].
The paper deals with the analysis of computer -generated half -tone transparencies that are realised as a regular array of area -modulated unit -height pulses and with the help of which we want to generate [via low -pass filtering] band -limited space functions by optical means. The mathematical basis for such transparencies is, of course, the well -known sampling theorem [1] , which says that a band -limited function y(x), say, [with x a two -dimensional spatial column vector] can be generated by properly low -pass filtering a regular array of Dirac functions whose weights are proportional to the required sample values ym =y(Xm) [with X the sampling matrix and m=(ml,m2)t an integer -valued column vector; the superscript t denotes transposition].
In the case of the computer-generated transparencies that we consider in this paper, the unrealisable Dirac functions are replaced by area -modulated circular unit -height pulses. If we simply let the areas of the circular pulses be proportional to the sample values of the band -limited function that we want to generate, the band -limited function that actually arises after optical low -pass filtering, will not have the required form. To be more specific [2] : if *(x) _ P(X Ix-m ;*m) (1) represents the array of area -modulated pulses at the input of the low -pass filter [with p(X 1x -m;,m) denoting a circular unit -height pulse centered around x=Xm and having an area gym] and if $(x) represents the band -limited function [with sample values $m =$(Xm)] at the output of the low -pass filter, we find that the relation between the pulse areas $m and the sample values $m can be described by the nonlinear and nonlocal relationship
where the coefficients rpk are completely determined by the choice of the function p(X Ix;*) and of a center value $c [yielding a corresponding center value $c].
To obtain the coefficients rpk we proceed as follows. We first find the two -dimensional Fourier transform
of the function p(X 1x;*), with $ as a parameter; u denotes the two -dimensional spatial-frequency column vector. We then expand this Fourier transform in a Taylor series for the parameter $ around an arbitrary (2) 
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We consider both rectangular and hexagonal sampling geometries; the latter has the advantage that it allows a denser sampling of the plane. In both cases we investigate which errors remain, if we apply the inverse relationship up to a certain order only. We throughout restrict the pulse areas to the interval 051Pm41, since we do not want to have pulses with a negative area nor neighbouring pulses that overlap. We then observe that large errors arise when the sample values ym alternate between a high value and a low value Yl' according to We conclude that a substantial error reduction can be achieved, even for low correction orders. If a better error reduction is required, higher -order correction schemes have to be used, of course; these higher -order schemes can be found along the lines described in this paper. The method presented in this paper is thus able to generate computer -generated transparencies that can realize any band -limited function to any degree of accuracy. At first sight, the transparencies dectibed in this paper can only realise band -limited functions that are real and positive, but if we use holographic concepts, we can also realise complex-valued band -limited functions. To realise such a band -limited function, we first modulate it on an appropriate carrier, add an appropriate bias function -if necessary -and then generate a transparency with which we can realise the real part of the resulting function. If we then use a proper band -pass filter instead of a low -pass filter, any complex -valued band -limited function can be realised, as well.
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